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I WANT MY MAMMY

Piano
Flute
1st Clarinet in B-flat
Cornets in B-flat
Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Viola
Cello
Bass
Drums

Notes

The cover is on the back of the Piano part and contains this comment: “A most novel effect can be obtained by making stops wherever this mark // appears and eliminating the first quarter beat of the bar following.”
All the parts have helpful tacet and play indications, so it is clear how to manage this stop and start playing.
There are three 1st Violin parts in this set.
Drums includes Bells and Wood Block.
Lyrics are not continuous but are interspersed in the music. Piano is the only part showing the lyrics. The cover mentions that this tune is an Eddie Cantor feature.

Lyrics

I want my mammy
little wonderful mammy
my lovin mammy
mammy
I want my mammy
I WANT MY MAMMY
FOX TROT
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A most novel effect can be obtained by making stops wherever
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and eliminating the first quarter beat of the bar following.